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ABSTRACT
Automatic control of HVAC and artificial lights has been
one of the popular methods for achieving energy-efficient
buildings. The operating set-points are decided based on
predefined values to ensure comfort level to most of the oc-
cupants based on prior studies. However, a person can feel
comfortable beyond the traditional set-point ranges used in
the energy management systems of buildings. In this work,
we develop a smartphone application that learns individual
preferences about thermal and visual comfort with minimal
user intervention. These functions provide the flexibility to
operate the controllers in an aggressively lower energy con-
suming state while maintaining the comfort level of the occu-
pants. Using a HVAC energy consumption model, we show
that individual comfort preference based set-point can attain
lesser energy consumption as compared to fixed set-point.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many studies have shown that suitable lighting and ther-

mal comfort in an indoor environment plays a significant role
in the well-being and productivity of human beings. Typi-
cally, building energy management systems (BEMS) are in-
stalled to lower the energy cost by automatically controlling
the HVAC and lighting systems based on some fixed set of
operating points. These set-points are decided based on a
pre-defined comfort range. When climate control over the
whole building is implemented, the operating set-points of
the controllers need to be decided in such a way that max-
imum occupants feel comfortable [5]. This leaves a narrow
range of choices for the set-points. However, a particular
person can feel comfortable beyond these pre-defined set-
points. Thus understanding the individual preference pro-
vides a larger range to decide the operating set-point [1]
leading to higher energy-efficiency.

In this work, we propose a mechanism that learns com-
fort ranges of a user comprehensively, using a smartphone
with minimal user intervention. The comfort functions are
stored in the smartphone itself. Thus, the person can carry
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Figure 1: A room-level the controller sets an energy optimal
operating point based on the preferences of the occupant.

his/her own preferences for comfortable climate settings. A
room level controller after detecting the presence of a person,
fetches the comfort preferences from the person and decides
the set-points (Fig. 1). The room level controller can be de-
veloped by following a scalable and distributed systems as
described in [3].

2. FUNCTION FOR COMFORT PREFER-
ENCES

For a person, maximum thermal comfort is not a single
temperature value but a range of temperature values that
can be thermally desirable, and it can also vary significantly
from person to person. Thus to provide a thermally com-
fortable indoor environment, the room temperature should
be maintained within the thermal comfort range of each oc-
cupant as much as possible. Moreover, if the maximum com-
fort range for a person is known, the HVAC set-point can
be adjusted in such a way so that the person feels comfort-
able and at the same time the energy consumption can also
be kept minimal. Similarly, lighting comfort can also be
achieved.

2.1 Collection of user preference data
Most users cannot easily correlate their comfort levels

with temperature or light intensity values. Even if they do,
there is a chance of significant deviations. Precise measure-
ment of temperature and light value can be obtained using
a corresponding sensor. Thus, we used a smartphone App
to register comfort levels based on user perception and we
related them with the corresponding sensor data. A screen-
shot of the App is shown in Fig. 2a. To indicate comfort a
seven-point scale is used as suggested by the American So-
ciety of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engi-
neers (ASHRAE), where ‘neutral’ indicates maximum com-
fort level, and ‘cold’ and ‘hot’ are considered the lowest com-
fort level (equally bad). We used a similar scale to indicate
the lighting comfort.

During the experiments, we placed a Tmote-sky based
sensor platform to collect temperature and light data. The



(a) Application screen-
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(b) Thermal comfort function of a person
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(c) Visual comfort function of a person

Figure 2: Thermal and visual comfort function of individuals are created using simultaneously collected preference votes
through a smartphone App and the temperature and light values through a sensor device.

sensor node measured and reported the data periodically
every 5 s. However, the user registered the comfort feeling
whenever they wished. When the user indicated the comfort
level, it was correlated with the sensor data at the same
(nearest) time instance.

2.2 Building preference function
Though Pan et al. [2] also proposed a smartphone based

approach to learn thermal preference of a person, our goal
is to create comprehensive comfort mapping functions that
can indicate the comfort levels of the person for any given
temperature or light intensity. To build such a function, ide-
ally, we should have comfort level indicator for each possible
value, which is not a feasible option. Thus we collect a few
comfort indicators and then we try to model them.

During function creation, we cluster these comfort indi-
cators in multiple but equal sized bins. For temperature, it
starts from 14°C until 30°C with a bin size of 0.25°C, that
means any comfort label indicator for the range 18°C to
18.25°C is mapped to 18°C. For the light values, a bin size
of 25 lux is used over a range of 0 to 1200 lux. After study-
ing data from multiple users, we notice that thermal com-
fort function can be represented using a Gaussian function,
whereas the light preference function can be represented us-
ing a Beta function.

For every user, the parameters of these functions differ.
Based on the comfort indicators, we derive the individual
function parameters using the least square curve fitting. To
derive a reflective function from the limited samples, we as-
sume that any temperature beyond 14°C and 30°C will be
uncomfortable for any person. Thus, with the existing com-
fort indicator data set, we added two additional data points
of these two extreme temperatures with lowest comfort value
before using the least square method. Similarly, for light
these two extreme values are 0 and 1200 lux. Fig. 2b shows
the clustered voting data and the thermal comfort function
for a user. Similarly, the clustered lighting comfort indica-
tors and the curve-fit for comfort function for a user is shown
in Fig. 2c.

2.3 Energy savings comparison
Based on the energy consumption model by the HVAC

as described in [4], we compare yearly energy consumption
when the fixed set-point range is used and in case the set-
point is decided based on an individual’s thermal preference.
From Fig. 3, it is evident that individual preference based
room level controlling is more energy-efficient.
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Figure 3: Based on the temperature data in Delft, compari-
son of energy consumption by the HVAC for fixed set-point
technique and individual preference function.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We developed comprehensive thermal and visual comfort

functions that can map any temperature and light value to
the comfort level for each individual. This provides a wide
range of set-point choices to decide the operating levels of
the devices in order to maintain comfortable environment.
The potential room level controlling based on the comfort
preferences of the occupant provide a larger scope of energy
saving. To learn user comfort preference, we collected only a
few data points about comfort indicator in a human percep-
tible rating (comfort indicator). Now we are planning to ex-
tend this work to build a complete system where automated
room level controlling is done based on individual comfort
preferences. If a room is occupied with multiple people, a
challenging task would be to decide a set-point which con-
sumes minimal possible energy while ensuring comfortable
environment for every occupant.
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